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Abstract: In this paper a realization theory and associated algorithms are presented
for the construction of minimal realizations on the basis of a sequence of expansion
coecients in a generalized orthonormal basis. Both the exact and the partial
realization problem are addressed and solved, leading to extended versions of the
classical Ho-Kalman algorithm.In the construction of the realization algorithms,
fruitful use is made of a system analysis in the transform domain, being induced
by the choice of basis functions. The resulting algorithms can also be applied in
approximate realization and in system approximation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years renewed attention has been paid
to the development and use of orthonormal basis
functions in system theory, and particularly in
system identication. Considering linear system
descriptions in terms of orthogonal basis functions
expansions, linearly parameterized models can result by restricting the models to nite expansions.
In this work the choice of basis functions is known
to be rather crucial for determining the length
of the expansion that is needed for arriving at
accurate system descriptions. The exibility that
is available in the basis construction mechanism
can essentially contribute to a fast convergence of
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the series expansion for a specic system.
For Laguerre functions (Wahlberg, 1991), this
exibility rests in the choice of a single pole location, while two pole locations can be xed in
the two-parameter Kautz functions (Kautz, 1954
Wahlberg, 1994). Generalized versions of these approaches have been developed by Heuberger et al.
(1995) using repeated blocks of all-pass sections
of user-chosen order, and have been analyzed for
system identication purposes in Van den Hof et
al. (1995). Ninness and Gustafsson (1997) have
presented and analyzed an alternative structure
where the need for repetition of all-pass sections
has been removed.
Here we address the following problem: Consider a
linear time-invariant system in the form of a series
expansion

P (z ) =

1
X

k=1

ck Fk (z )

where fFk (z )gk=1 2  is a sequence of (orthonormal) basis functions in H2 . The problem is
to construct a minimal state space realization
(A B C D) of P on the basis of the sequence of
coecients fck gk=1  N .
For N = 1 and Fk (z ) = z ;k the problem reduces to a minimal (exact) realization problem,
as solved by the celebrated Ho-Kalman algorithm
(Ho and Kalman, 1966). Using the same basis
functions, and considering nite N , the corresponding minimal partial realization algorithm is
analyzed and solved in Tether (1970), including
the formulation of conditions under which the
problem has a unique solution. In this latter situation, the required algorithm for obtaining a solution is basically the same Ho-Kalman algorithm
as applied in the innite data case.
Szabo and Bokor (1997) have extended the exact
realization theory to the situation of Hambo basis
functions, for the case of innite data (N = 1).
In this paper it will be shown how these results connect to system descriptions in the related
transform domain, and additionally the partial
realization problem (N < 1) will be addressed
and solved, and consequences will be indicated
also for the approximative case.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2
the theory on generalized orthonormal basis functions is summarized. In sections 3 and 4 some
results are formulated that are instrumental in
handling the realization problems. The exact realization problem is addressed in section 5 and the
partial problem in section 6. Some comments on
the approximate realization problem conclude the
paper.
Unless otherwise stated, all systems in this paper
are scalar discrete time systems. Multivariable extensions are straightforward. In the discrete time
domain the space H2 can either be dened to
include only strictly proper systems or to include
proper systems as well. In this paper we will use
the latter denition. For brevity reasons all proofs
are omitted, see (Heuberger et al., 1998).
2. ORTHONORMAL BASIS FUNCTIONS
In this section the main ingredients of the theory on orthonormal basis functions will be brie y
reviewed. For details see Heuberger et al. (1995),
Van den Hof et al. (1995), Heuberger and Van den
Hof (1996), Ninness and Gustafsson (1997). The
basis functions are constructed from state trajectories related to balanced realizations of square
inner functions (i.e. stable all-pass systems). A
transfer function Gb 2 H2 is inner if it satises
jGb (ei! )j = 1 for all ! 2 ; ]. Given a balanced realization fA B C Dg of an inner function Gb (z ), it is straightforward to show that the

elements 1 (z )   nb (z ) of the nb dimensional
vector function

V1 (z ) = zI ; A];1 B 2 H2nb

(1)
are mutually orthonormal in the standard H2 inner product sense. Furthermore consecutive multiplication of these functions with Gb (z ) results
in an orthonormal set, given by the components
f(k;1)nb +1   knb g of the nb dimensional vector functions
Vk (z ) = zI ; A];1 BGkb ;1 (z ) k 2 N
and it can be shown that the set of all these
functions fi (z )g1
i=1 constitutes a basis for the
strictly proper part of H2 .
Directly resulting from the basis for strictly
proper stable systems in H2 , a basis fvk (t)g for the
related Hilbert space of `2 1 1)-signals follows,
by considering the inverse z-transforms of the H2 signals. These functions are the impulse responses
of the functions Vk (z ) with the property:

v1 (t) = At;1 B
vk+1 (t) = (Gb (q)  I )vk (t):

(2)
(3)
To avoid confusion these functions will also be
denoted by
vk (t)fA B C Dg
(4)
Considering this general class of basis functions,
for any strictly proper system H (z ) 2 H2 there
exists a unique series expansion:

H (z ) =

1
X

k=1

Lk 2 Rnb 1 : (5)

LTk Vk (z )

Specic choices of Gb (z ) lead to well known
classical basis functions, such as the standard
pulse basis Vk (z ) = z ;k , the Laguerre basis and
the two-parameter Kautz functions (Kautz, 1954
Wahlberg, 1994), see Heuberger et al. (1995).
These basis functions give rise to a general theory
on system transformations induced by these socalled Hambo basis functions, such that a system
P (z ) admits an alternative description, denoted
by Pe( ) in the transform domain. For details see
(Heuberger and Van den Hof, 1996). This function
Pe( ) can be expressed through variable transformations, using the nb  nb inner function

N (z ) := A + B (z ; D);1 C

(6)
with McMillan degree 1 and balanced
realization
P
;k
(D C B A). If we write P (z ) = 1
k=1 pk z ,
then

P( ) =
e

1
X

k=1

pk N k ( )

or dierently denoted: Pe( ) = P (z )jz;1 =N () .
The mapping T: H2 ! H2nb nb dened by
T(P ) := Pe( ) is referred to as the Hambo systemtransform.
From a signal processing point of view this alternative representation of systems ts into the H matrix representation framework as discussed by
Audley and Rugh (1973).
Given this background material the problem addressed in this paper can be formulated as follows:
Problem 1. Given a system G(z ) and an orthonormal
basis fVk (z )g1
k=1 , such that G(z ) =
P1
T
k=1 Lk Vk (z ) construct an algorithm to derive
a minimal state space realization of G(z ), based
on the expansion sequence fL1    LN g.

This problem will be approached through the
Hambo system transform, revealing the relation
between the expansion coecients fLk g and the
Markov parameters fMk g of the transformed system Ge( ) and thus creating the Hankel matrix
of the transformed system, denoted by He . Furthermore the relation between He and the Hankel
matrix of G(z ), denoted by H , will be established.
Equivalent
relations are given for the shifted sys
tem G (z ) := zG(z ) and its Hambo transform



Ge (z ), with Hankel matrices H respectively He . In
scheme:

fMk g fLk g :
z fM k g -

He

He




H

H

The solution of the problem is based on an extension of the Ho-Kalman algorithm and the solution
of the classical minimal partial realization problem, given by Tether (1970).
3. THE HAMBO TRANSFORM OF BASIS
FUNCTIONS
The key property of the basis functions, that
will be used in this paper, is the fact that the
Hambo transform of the elements of V1 (z ) can
be calculated explicitly, as stated in the following
proposition:

where the matrices fPk  Qk g are the solution of
the following set of Sylvester equations:

APk AT + Aek B T = Pk
AQk AT + BCek B T + BCPkT AT = Qk
and where ek is the kth Euclidean unit vector.
To facilitate the notation in the following sections
we introduce a compact form for the set of all
matrices fPk  Qk g :

P :=  P T P T  PnTb T 2 Rnb nb
Q :=  QT QT  QTnb T 2 Rnb nb
1

2

1

2

2

2

(7)
(8)

4. HANKEL MATRICES IN THE
TRANSFORM DOMAIN
In this section it will be shown how the material of
the previous sections allows the calculation of the
Hambo system transform, given an expansion in
terms of orthonormal basis functions. The system
transform will be expressed in terms of Markov
parameters, connecting directly to the Hankel
matrix of the systemPtransform. Hence, given an
T
expansion G(z ) = 1
k=1 Lk Vk (z ) we will show
how thisPcan be translated into an expansion
;k
Ge( ) = 1
k=0 Mk . The result is given in terms
of the notation (7,8), and denoting Kronecker
product.
P

;k
Proposition 3. Ge( ) = 1
k=0 Mk , where
T
M0 = L1 I ]P
(9)
T
T
Mk = Lk+1 I ]P + Lk I ]Q
(10)

In the course of the paper we will need a similar
expression for the Hambo transform of the shifted
function G (z ) := zG(z ):


P



;k , where
Proposition 4. Ge ( ) = 1
k=0 M k

T
T
(11)
M 0 = (L1 B )I + (L1 A) I ]P

M k = (LTk+1 B )I + (LTk+1 A) I ]P
+ (LTk A) I ]Q
(12)

The latter two Propositions show how the set
of expansion coecients can be eciently transformed into Markov parameters of the Hambo sysProposition
2.
Let
the
vector
valued
function
V
1 (z ) = tem transform of the (shifted) transfer function,


results in the Hankel matrices
1 (z ) 2 (z )  nb (z ) T be given by (1). Then which immediately

e
e
for 1 k nb there exist matrices Pk  Qk 2
H and H .
Rnb nb such that the Hambo system transform of
This section will be concluded with establishing
k (z ) satises
the connection between the Hankel matrices in the
e
e H
transform domain (H
) and the corresponding

;
1
f
k ( ) = Pk + Qk
1 k nb :
Hankel matrices in the standard domain (H H ).

This connection turns out to be determined by a
set of transformation matrices, that are derived
from the all-pass function Gb (z ).
Proposition 5. Given a system G(z ) and its Hambo
transform Ge( ) with Hankel matrices H respectively He , then there exist unitary matrices T1 T2
e 2 , with
e 2 = T T HT
such that H = T1;1HT
1

(T1 )ij = vi (j )fA B C Dg
T T T T
(T2 )ij = vi (j )fA C B D g

(13)
(14)

where vi (j )fF G H J g is dened by eq. (2-4).

This property shows that the Hankel matrices in
both domains have equal rank and that any full
rank decomposition of He immediately results in a
full rank decomposition of H . This property will
be of use in the generalization of the Ho-Kalman
realization algorithm, discussed next.
5. EXACT REALIZATION
In this section the generalization of the HoKalman algorithm will be discussed, generalized
in terms of the GOBF basis. It is assumed that
the Hankel matrices involved are fully known, i.e.
the matrices are of innite dimension, or equivalently all Markov parameters fGi g1
i=1 are known.
This problem has a solution if and only if there
exist integers N 0  N such that rank(HN 0 N ) =
rank(HN 0 +i N +j ) = n0 for all i j = 0 1 2 ,
where
2

G1 G2
6 G2 G3
6




Gc
Gc+1

3
7

Hr c = 64 .. ..
(15)
.. 775
. .
.
Gr Gr+1  Gr+c;1
and in this case n0 is the minimal state space
dimension. Under the assumption that the unknown system is nite dimensional, a minimal
state space realization can be determined using
the Ho-Kalman algorithm:
Algorithm 1. (Ho-Kalman).
Given innite Han
kel matrices
H
,
with
elements
Hij = Gi+j;1
H

and H ij = Gi+j , where fGk g is the set of Markov
parameters of a nite dimensional system G(z ),
the following steps result in a minimal state space
realization fAg  Bg  Cg g of G(z ):
(1) Let H = ;   be a full rank decomposition ,
i.e. rank(
;)=rank()=rank(H ).

(2) Then H obeys the relation H = ;  Ag  .

(3) Hence Ag = ;+  H  + , with ()+ indicating
the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.

(4) Furthermore Bg and Cg are created from


Bg =  I0m and Cg = Ip 0 ;.

The extended minimal realization problem addressed here is given in Problem 1, with N = 1.
For the solution of this problem explicit use is
e 2
made of the transformation property H = T1T HT


and H = T1T He T2 , given by Proposition 5. Substituting these relations in Algorithm 1 results
in a realization algorithm based on the Markov

parameters in He and He . The missing link is then
the relation between the expansion coecients
fLk g and these Hankel matrices. That relation is
established by Propositions 3 and 4.
This approach leads to the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2. (GeneralizedPHo-Kalman). Given a
T
series expansion G(z ) = 1
k=0 Lk Vk (z ), the following steps result in a minimal state space realization fAg~ Bg~  Cg~g of G(z ):
(1) Calculate with Propositions 3 and 4 the
Markov parameters fMk g fM k g of the Hambo

system transforms Ge( ) Ge ( ).

e
e H
(2) Create Hankel matrices H
, with elements


e
e
Hij = Mi+j;1 and H ij =M i+j;1 .
e be a full rank decomposition of
(3) Let He = ;e  
e
H. 

e
(4) Then He obeys the relation He = ;e  Ag~  
 e+
(5) Hence Ag~ obeys Ag~ = ;e+  He  
(6) Furthermore Bg~ and Cg~ are created from


Bg~ = e T2 10 and Cg~ = 1 0 T1T ;e

An important feature here is the fact that only one
row c.q. column of the transformation matrices
T1T  T2 is required to calculate the state space
realization. In general the calculation of Bg~ and
Cg~ involves innite dimensional matrix calculations. In the special case that Ge( ) is a nite
impulse response model, this will be reduced to
nite operations. This occurs when the underlying
system G(z ) has only a nite number
of non-zero
P
expansion coecients: G(z ) = Nk=1 LTk Vk (z ). For
numerical examples of this application see (Szabo
and Bokor, 1997).
6. PARTIAL REALIZATION
In this section the generalization of the so-called
partial realization problem is described and a solution to this problem is presented. The partial
realization problem (Tether, 1970) deals with the
case of limited information, i.e. only a nite num-

ber of Markov-parameters is known. The problem
is the construction of a nite dimensional minimal
state space realization that ts these Markov parameters. The minimal partial realization problem
aims at nding such a realization with a minimal
McMillan degree over all possible realizations. The
following lemma gives conditions for the existence
of a unique minimal partial realization.
Lemma 6. (Tether, 1970). Let fY1    YN0 g be
an arbitrary sequence of p  m matrices and let
Hi j  i + j N0 , be a corresponding block Hankel
matrix. Then a minimal partial realization given
by the Ho-Kalman algorithm is unique (modulo
similarity transformations) if and only if there
exist positive integers N 0  N such that
(1) N 0 + N = N0
(2) rank(HN 0 N )=rank(HN 0 +1 N )=rank(HN 0 N +1 ).

Generalizing this property to the GOBF case is
more involved than in the exact realization case,
because proposition 5 is only valid for innite
Hankel matrices and not for nite matrices. The
key idea to overcome this problem is to extend
these nite matrices to innite dimensions, using
the Ho-Kalman algorithm in the transform domain. This will result in (minimal) realizations

of the underlying systems Ge(z ) and Ge (z ), which
are guaranteed to be unique under rank conditions
given by lemma 6. Since a minimal realization for

e
Ge(z ) G
(z ) automatically gives a full rank decomposition for the associated innite Hankel matrices in terms of the product of the observability
and controllability matrices

He = ;e  e

He = ;e  e


 

we can apply Algorithm 1 to obtain

He = ;e  e = ;e  Ag  e ! Ag~ = ;e+ ;e e e + 


 



which expression can be calculated using Sylvester
and Lyapunov equations. Along the same line of
reasoning the matrices Bg and Cg are derived.
This leads to the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3. (Generalized Minimal Partial Real0
ization). Let fLk gNk=1
be the rst N0 expansion co
ecients of a scalar system G(z ) and let fMk  M k
gNk=00;1 be the Markov parameters of the Hambo
system
transform of G(z ) respectively its shift

(
z
)
,
as
dened
by Propositions 3 and 4. Assume
G
 N0 ;1
0 ;1
that both fM k gk=1 and fMk gNk=1
satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 6. Then a unique minimal
state space realization fAg~ Bg~  Cg~g of G(z) is obtained as follows:

(1) Use the Ho-Kalman algorithm to create mine B
e C
e g and
imal state space realizations fA

e 
e 
e
fA B C g, such that for 1 k N0


  k;1 
e

M k = Ce Ae

Mk = CeAek;1 Be

B

(2) Observe that the innite Hankel matrices

e
e H
H
, constituted by these realizations have
full rank decompositions
2

3

Ce h
6
e
He = ;e  e := 4 C Ae 75 Be AeBe
..
.

2





i



i

3

Ce 7 h
6
  

e7 
e 
e
e
He = ;e  e := 64 Ce A
5 B AB

..
.
(3) Apply the generalized Ho-Kalman algorithm
2 (step 5 and 6) to derive

e e+
Ag~ = ;e+ ;e 


 

e e e T e e T ;1
e ;1 (;
eT ;
= (;eT ;)
)( )( )
;1
;1
= R1 R2 S2 S1
Bg~ = e T2 10 = R3


Cg~ = 1 0 T1T ;e = R4
using the Lyapunov/Sylvester equations:
R1 = AeT R1 Ae + CeT C~



e
R2 = AeT R2 A
+ CeT Ce
e 1A
eT + B
eB
eT
S1 = AS

e
S2 = A
S2 AeT + Be Be T
e T
R3 = AeT R3 D + BC
e
R4 = DT R4 Ae + B T C:

Given this algorithm, the question will arise why
and when it would be of use. This will typically
be the case in an approximation or identication
setting, using an orthonormal basis function approach. One of these situations is where a nite
number of expansion coecients is estimated, i.e.
estimation of the parameters fLk g in a model
structure

y(t) =

N
X
k=1

LTk Vk (q)u(t) + e(t)

and the number of signicant coecients Lk is
relatively high, such that a direct state space
realization would result in a high order model.
One approach in this case would be to apply
model reduction techniques to obtain a lower order model. However, such a procedure will not

make use of the intrinsic information contained in
the expansion coecients or the directly related
Markov parameters of the transformed system.
The merit of Algorithm 3 is that it makes full
use of this information and hence will improve the
quality of the resulting approximation. It will furthermore give much more insight in the McMillan
degree of the underlying system.
It is important to note that the presented partial realization algorithm intrinsically requires two
applications of the standard Ho-Kalman mechanism. In the classical case this can be reduced
to one application, because there a realization
0
of fMk gNk=1
immediately results in a realization
 N0
of fM k gk=1 . Also in the generalized case these
sets with Markov parameters are obviously closely
related and it might be possible to further simplify
the algorithm.
7. APPROXIMATE REALIZATION
The generalized algorithms can be applied in an
approximate fashion as is the case with the standard Ho-Kalman algorithm (Kung, 1978). Most
commonly the full rank decomposition of He will
be computed by means of a singular value decomposition. One can then simply truncate the SVD
by setting the smaller singular values to zero, and
proceed as in the non-approximative case. When
algorithm 2 is applied in an approximate sense, in
the situation where all expansion coecients are
known, the resulting realization will be exactly
the same as the one obtained by application of
the Ho-Kalman algorithm in the original domain.
This is caused by the unitary transformations in
Proposition 5.
The situation becomes dierent in the case where
only a nite number of Markov parameters is
given. Note that in that partial realization case
we need only to truncate the SVD of He and

not that of He . The consequences of this method
when compared to the standard partial realization
algorithm still have to be further explored.
8. CONCLUSIONS
The problem has been addressed of constructing
a minimal state space realization on the basis of a
sequence of expansion coecients in a generalized
orthonormal basis function expansion. The classical Ho-Kalman algorithm, designed for minimal
realization on the basis of Markov parameters, has
been extended for expansions in a general class of
basis functions. Whereas in the classical situation
one algorithm essentially solves both the exact
(innite data) and the partial (nite data) problem, in the generalized case dierent algorithms
result. The presented algorithms can also be used
for constructing reduced order state space models
on the basis of estimated expansion coecients.
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